Digital P----,rch moves into graphics f'-'d
Digital Researchwill offer graphics
software for programmers through a
joint development and marketing
agreement with Graphic Software
Systems, Inc. of Wilsonville, Ore.,
announced Fred Langhorst, Digital
Research mariager of graphics
development.
Digital Research will soon begin
shipping grahics products that provide application developers a programming interface which is consistent with the emerging ANSI standards for computer graphics.
GSS-CORE is a library of graphic
primitives, and GSS-PLOT provides
a higher level library of functions for
data plotting such as bar graphs and
pie charts.
"We believe graphics software will
be the fastest growing segment of
the microcomputer software market,"
said Langhorst. "With this agreement
Digital Researchwill become the first

Digital Research systems software will be enhanced with graphics capabilities
under a joint development and marketingagreement with Graphic Software
Systems, Inc. of Wilsonville, Ore.

microcomputer systems software
company to offer standard graphics
extensions for its languages that are
consistent with standards on mainframes and minicomputers."

WIN mod* DRI compilers
The Digital ResearchfGraphic
Software Systems agreement includes a significant amount of technology sharing, over and above the
marketing aspects of the joint relationship, according to Langhorst. Involved is modification of DRI
compilers to include graphic extensions and integration of graphic
functions at the operating system
level.
Eventually,.Digital Researchwill sell
these products for any hardwarethat
can use a DRI operating systemand will support graphic displays and
peripherals that include color
see Graphics page 3

Agreement
with Micro Focus
i
; COBOL compilers
Digital Research now prov~desa
COBOL compiler produced by Mlcro
Focus. The companies have signed
an agreement that allows D~gltalResearch to market and distribute the
popular CIS COBOL@and Level II
COBOL@microcomputer languages
developed by Micro Focus.
The agreement means that Digital
Research now has another strong
language product to offer to users of
8-bit 8080-based and 16-bit 80861
8088-based microcomputers that run
any of the CP/M or CP/M-generic
operating systems, according to
Gordon Eubanks Jr., DRI Language
Division vice president.
The addition of the COBOL products complements the language division's current line of 8- and 16-bit languages, including CBASIC@,CBASIC
Compiler (CB-80)@,CBASIC-86@,
@

CBASIC-16@,PL/I-80@,
Pascal/MT+@and Pascal/MT+86@.

Custornization will continue
"Micro Focus will continue to handle customization of the two COBOLS
to other operating systems," explained Paul O'Grady, Micro Focus
president, "and we'll continue to
handle sales of our software construction tools and maintenance
tools. We'll also continue to offer
CP/M family-compatibleproducts to
our own customers, but more and
more we'll rely on Digital Research
for sales and marketing."
COBOL (Common Business Oriented Language) is a powerful programming language designed for
complex business applications. CIS
COBOL is certified by the General
see Micro Focus page 2

~
Chanae in
royalG policy
favors lSVs
Digital Research has announced
that Independent Software Vendors
no longer will have to pay the company royalties for programs they sell
written with DRl's compiler languages. Those lSVs who have paid
these royalties to DRI in the past may
credit the amounts to future
purchases.
Now any ISV selling programs written in PLII-80, Pascal/MT+, CBASIC
Compiler (CB-80), CBASIC-86 and
Pascal/MT+86, will not have to meet
Digital Research's runtime licensing requirements.
Vendors have responded positively
to the elimination of the royalties, according to Carmen Governale, DRI
product marketing manager for the
language division. "Large as well as
small software companies are
pleased that DRI has dropped the
run-time licensing fees," Governale
said. "For the large companies, it
means they are no longer required to
see Royalties page 3
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CIS COBOL and Level II COBOL will be marketed and distributed by Digital
Research under an agreement between Micro Focus, representedby Direct Sales
Manager Chris Barnes (right), and Digital Research, represented by Language
Division Vice President Gordon Eubanks Jr.

; Concurrent
l
CP/M-86 turns
one computer into many
Now microcomputer users can
print a letter,examine informationfrom
a data base and receive electronic
mail on their computers all at the same
time, thanks to Concurrent
CP/M-86-, the newest 808618088compatible operating system from
Digital Research.
"Concurrent CP/M-86 allows you
to list a directory without terminating
the program that's currently running,"
said Gary Kildall, Digital Research
president, commenting on the company's latest operating system. "Or
you can go from one screen of information to another with just a push of
a button. It's as if you had several
personal computers In front of you,
each doing a different job."
Programmers also benefit from
Concurrent CP/M-86. "Increased
productivity is the immediate payoff,"
Kildall stressed, "because while one
program is being compiled, and another is being edited, still a third can
be debugged. In the world of software
development, saving time means
saving money."

CP/M86 and MP/M& compatible
Concurrent CP/M-86 is compatible
with CP/M-86@,Digital Research's
16-bit single-user, single-tasking operation system, and with MPIM-860,
which permits more than one operator to use a single 16-bit CPU sirnultaneously. Concurrent CP/M-86 offers
file structure compatibility with all
DRI operating systems, including
CP/NET@which permits a number of
separate computers to operate in a
processing network, and CP/M, the
industry standard operating system
for &bit microcomputers.
Programs running under Concurrent CP/M-86 can directly access up
to one megabyte of main memory.
The operating system can support
up to 16 logical drives, each with a
capacity of 512 megabytes, for a
maximum of four gigabytes of on-line
storage.
Other features include a real-time
kernel; record and file locking; date
and time stamps; password protection
on files; error-handling and reporting;
see Concurrent page 6
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firm added its experience in working
with foreign languages to the group
working in Pacific Grove, March 3-12.
Purpose of the meeting was to discuss standardizationof Kanji representation in Digital Reserach operating systems and languages. The
languages will support Kanji data
types, I10 facilities and Kanji string

-software
,,- vendors.

Kanji originated in China and became pan of the Japmese written
language in about 600 A.D. As the
mom modern Japanese language
evolved, it cmbiwd elements of

ch~
ka,-tic

Where are we?
Main Switchboard Customer Service Support Center
(408) 649-3896
(408) 649-5500
(408) 375-6262
Answered during regular business hours
or you may write:

Digital Research

P.0. BOX579
Pacific Grove, CA 9395C

Digital Research and lntel
work to solve software crunch
"Digital Research and lntel are
providing solutions to meet the information processing needs of microcomputer users and to solve the current software crisis." That's what
lntel Vice President Jack Carsten has
to say about MPIM-2860, the multiuser, multi-taskingoperating system
which Digital Research is developing
specifically for use with Intel's new
iAPX 286 (80286) microprocessor.
Based on Digital Research's
MPIM-86 operating system for 1&bit
languages and application programs, the MPIM-286 version for the
lntel microprocessortakes advantage
of the 80286's sophisticated memory
management and protection, virtual
memory support and improved
performance.
According to Gary Kildall, DRI
president, the collaboration between
lntel and his company-with lntel
providing prototype hardware to Digital Research to configure the new
operating system and test its performance-is necessary to meet the
needs of microcomputer users.
"It is clear that in developing microcomputer software technology,
software companies will need to be-

-

Meetrng in an,.,
,
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,,. ,le Kanji representation in -,-.- ----.--,
were repmsmtatIvee from Digital
Research, five Japanese manufacturers of microcomputersand MicrosaftwareAssocWes, Digital Rerreerch repIn the F~ ~ ~ ~ t .

come more tightly coupled with those
developing hardware technology,"
said Kildall. "We are really one industry working to serve the needs of
the end-user, so we must work together to fully use each new technological development."
MPIM-286 is the first operating
system to support the full functionality of the 80286 processor, and will
offer users a growth path from 8086or 8088-based systems. New 80286
features include 16 times more directly addressable main memory,
virtual memory support, multi-tasking
hardware, memory protection and
execution speeds six times that of the
8086. Coupled with the support provided by the 1&bit multi-user, multitasking power of MPIM-286, these
features make a hardware-software
combination that is suitable for the
office of the future. With minor modifications, most CP/M compatible
8-bit application packages will run
on the new iAPX 286 using
MPIM-286.
The new operating system will be
available from Digital Research, its
dealers, distributors and OEMs, and
through Intel's Software Distribution
Operation (SDO).

tem is needed for representing Kanji.
Until now, different hardware manufactures have been mapping characters in various ways.
As an attempt to standardize Kanji
representation in software, the meetlngs in P M I CG r m am mi
step in cooperating HAth th

100,000 Kanji characters, the Japanese Industry Standard (JIS) has
defined 8,000 characters for use by
data processing computers and most
microcomputer software will draw
f r m only 3,000 characters. Because
the mml ASCII chara&tm ere used
to represent wWwn .akphaMs,

Micro FOCUS
continued from page 1
Service Administration's Federal
Compiler Testing Center and is designed primarily for new program development. Level II COBOL also is
GSA-certifiedat the high-intermediate
level, and is designed for applications in which mainframe compatibility is required. Level II COBOL offers
all the power of a complete COBOL
language, necessary for data pro-.
cessing, to the microprocessing
systems.
"At Digital Researchwe are very
concerned to maintain the highest
software quality in all the products
we offer, so we made an extensive
study of the Micro Focus products
and other available COBOLs," said
Eubanks. "We came to the conclusion that CIS COBOL and Level II
COBOL fit best into our marketing
plans. The products are of the highest quality and they have strong
market leadership positions."

"...an opporiunity
to create new
standards in
business
software."
The two companies will jointly develop a standard package for the
products.

Seen as opporhrnity
to create new standards
"With the association of the two
companies, we have an opportunity
to create new standards in business
software," said DRI President Gary

-.
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Kildall. "Micro Focus has a lot of experience in the commercial requirements for operating systems and file
managers."
John Rowley, DRI chief operating
officer, added, "This is a unique opportunity to bring the microcomputer
up to the standard of commercial
systems technology set in the past
by mainframes."

Addition of
COBOL products
complements the
Language
Division3 current
line of 8- and
16-bit languages.
The CIS (Compact, Interactive,
Standard) COBOL compiler combines ANSI standard COBOL with
extensions designed for interactive
use on small systems, particularly in
such areas as screen formatting and
data entry. A CIS COBOL Run Time
System is needed to execute both
the compiler and CIS COBOL application programs. The Run Time System functions include interpretation
of CIS COBOL intermediate code,
file handling support, CRT interfacing
and support for interactive
debugging.
CIS COBOL is supplled In readyto-run object form on 8-inch single
density diskettes, and will soon be
available in formats for the IBM Personal Computer and Displaywriter.
Customers receive a language referBnCe manual and operating guide
with purchase of either CIS COBOL
or Level II C0BOL.m
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- -PL--:c-- -AT+86 strengthens DRI commitment to 16-bit market
"We're excited about the potential
of Pascal/MT+86," said Gordon
Eubanks Jr., Digital Research Language Division vice president, "and
we're pleased with its rapid development. This is another Digital Research product that underlines our
commitment to the 16-bit
marketplace."
Pascal/MT+86, the 16-bit version
of Digital Research's native code
compiler programming language,
Pascal/MT+, is now being shipped
to customers.
The newest language in the company's growing list of language divlsion products is a complete implementation of the International Standards Organization (ISO) Pascal
standard. It supports floating point
real numbers for scientific applications, including the 8087 numerical
processor, decimal arithmetic for
business applications, and
"ROMable" code for industrial
applications.
Application programs written in
Pascal/MT+ can be recompiled with
Pascal/MT+86 and executed on
machines operating under any Digital Research 16-bit operating system:
CP/M-86, Concurrent CP/M-86, or
MP/M-86.

"Programmers will be pleasantly
surprised to find out how easy it is to
use Pascal/MT+86," Eubanks said.
"It generates optimized code and
supports the full capabilities of the
8086 microprocessor. Also, it's compact and it's modular. You can do
program compilation without changing disks, for instance, while the
modular compilation facility allows
you to link a program with other modules, or break a large program into
smaller modules."
The Pascal/MT+86 package includes an integrated set of programs
which makes possible rapid development of production quality software. The package includes a comp~lerand assembler to generate
808618088 relocatable object files; a
linker to generate an executable file
from relocatable compiler output; a
run-time support library; a disassembler; and a symbolic debugger and
library routines to perform tasks that
range from transcendental functions
to interrupt handling.
Also available is the Pascal/MT+86
Speedprogramming Package@.This
package is a program preparation
system with a screen-oriented text
editor at its core. The SPP-86 can

Pascal/MT+86 is the newest language in the company's growing list of
language division products. The 16-bit version of DRl's Pascal/MT+ programming language is now being shipped to customers.
save development time by reducing
to find syntax errors and mispelled
the number of compilations required
variable names.@

Access Manager, Display Manager introduced as new tools
With two new products-Access
ManageP and Display ManageDigital Research's Language Division
is helping to increase programmer
productivity in two important areas.
Professional programmers need
help to quickly and easily create high
performance application programs.
But all too often the labor intensive
nature of programmingcan constitute
a bottleneck in the process of getting
useful computing power to the people
who need it.
"With Access Manager the programmer is freed from writing index
access methods into those application programs that need them," explained Gordon Eubanks Jr., Digital
Research Language Division vice
president. Access Manager is a general purpose file access method that
allows software writers to establish
keys for accessing data by zip code,
by customer name, by order number

Royalties
continued from page 1
keep track of products sold and to
report royalties. And for the smaller
companies, it means the licensing
fees will not inhibit their development
and marketing of applications. In
some cases, smaller companies
could not afford to market a product
that required royalties. Now all software writers out there can develop
their work without that concern."

Dropping royalties
promotes development
Inthe past, lSVs who sold programs
that contamed run-time support executing under CP/M paid royalties for
adding the routines to their application. "If you have a low profit, high
volume product, a royalty can kill it,"
explained John Holland, a program
writer in Shawsville, Va., "especially
if you are writing in the small business or entertainment field as I do.
Somet~mesmy author's royalty fee
from the software house could be less
than the royalty I had to pay for the

or by other such files.
Display Manager speeds program
development time by giving software
writers a tool for creating interactive
screen displays, integraung these In@A a d out@&
-s
inIda61WlF
cation program, andensuringthat
these applications run on any CRT.
"Not only does Display Manager
make it easier for programmers to incorporate screen displays into application programs, in the end this tool
means programs that are much more
user-friendly," Eubanks commented.

Access Manager provides
common access method
Access Manager provides a common access method-the keyed
index-sequential method-for all
Digital Research compiler languages.
It can be linked to the runtime system or to application programs written in PLII-80, Pascal/MT+

or CBASIC Compiler (CB-80), that
run under CP/M or MP/M II.
The new programming tool supports duplicate keys. If a user's file
contains customers with the same
fTSmee, %f Tnisbma, &CBSS Manager automatically will differentiate
the identical keys.
Access Manager allows programmers to develop programs that can
handle records of any length. And it
provides file access, with appropriate
data security, to multiple users of
shared databases. Because Access
Manager works with all Digital Research language compilers, it gives
software writers the advantages of
data portability. "Software writers now
have a lot more versatility and functionality," Eubanks pointed out.
No additional
programming needed
Display Manager gives software

writers the ability to design input and
output screens without additional
programming. "In addition," said
Eubanks, "Display Manager provides
codes that allow screen displays&use the capabilities of any CRT. because it supports useful screen Wributes such as flashing, reverse
video, underlining and highlighting."
Display Manager guarantees that
visual attributes designed into a program will not prevent that program
from executing on different CRTs.
Display Manager incorporates the
attributes supported by that CRT into
each screen display.
Display Manager operates with
any 8080-, 8085- or Z80-based
system under CP/M 2.0 or MP/M II,
and is compatible with PL/I-80,
Pascal/MT+, and the CBASIC Compiler, CB-80. A 16-bit version of Display Manager is under development
and will be available soon, as will a
16-bit version of Access Manager.s

Graphics
compiler. Obviously, I would not develop and market that product."
"For us the elimination of DRl's
run-time licensing fee means we no

Kildali: OEMs alsa
will benefit from
change ills more
t W f S ' w ~ ~ 8 ...WW
be available for

OEM system.
longer have the hassle of reporting
the royalties," says Linda Green,
secretary-treasurer of Software
Dimensions, Inc. in Citrus Heights,
Calif. "The reporting process was a
lot of paper work. Also, dropping the
library licensing requirement will
encourage software development to
continue in the CP/M, MPIMmoperat-

ing environments. We at SDI feel this
is another step by DRi in providing
superior support and strengthening
its commitment to software houses."

continued from page 1
CRT, pen plotters and graphic printers. Initially, however, Digital Research and Graphic Software Systems will tailor the graphic-extended
compilers for individual OEMs.

Means more software
for OEM systems

Graphic Software Systems, Inc.,
formed in 1981, brings extensive
graphics software experience to the
small computer market place. According to Tom Clarkson, the company's president, "This agreement
with Digital Research allows us to
gain entrance into the large market
of CP/M@users. We're pleased with
the recognition given our products
by the leader in microcomputer systems software. Together, we will be
able to provide graphic capabilities
to virtually all small computer system
users."

"Our ISV program as a whole is a
commitment to help software writers
develop and market applications,"
said Gary Kildall, Digital Research
founder. "This licensing change is
an example of that commitment."
Kildall pointed out that OEMs also will
benefit from the change as more
software, freed from royalties paid by
ttie software writer, will be available
for OEM systems.
Digital Research is contacting all
software writers who have executed
the run-time library licenses and is
informing them of the new policy. Inquiries regarding this policy should
be sent to Digital Research Customer
Service, 160 Central Ave., Pacific
Grove, CA 93950. Telephone: (408)
649-5500. B

With this agreement. Langhorst
explained, Digital Research is in a
position to supply Independent Software Vendors with standard graphics
interface capabilities, further extending its product line and increasing
DRl's impact on the microcomputer
software industry.@
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Focus on a user: Automation tnglneer~ng

San Dic-c, firm finds Pascal/MT+ is 'ideal solution'
Automation Engineering programmers find software development fast
and easy with Pascal/MT+, a high
level programming language from
Digital Research, according to Automation Engineering Vice President
Robert J. Bible Jr.
Automation Engineering of San
Diego, Calif. is a young company that
specializes in custom turnkey systems used for automated industrial
inspection and gauging. The company's systems use the latest noncontact, electro-opticaltechniques
to gather large amounts of data which
must then be processed rapidly. The
systems also must perform curve fitting, and control motors, warning
lights and other devices that help ensure high productivity and high quality in industrial settings.

Every system is custom made
"All the systems we build are custom made," explained Bible, "be-

these conditions-both for program
development and for task execution.
And the fact that Pascal/MT+ is
ROMable is very important for us,"
he said.
When Automation Engineering first
began developing custom software
for its systems, the company tried to
use assembly language for program
development. But it found that assembly language is too complex for
machine control applications. Instead, they sought a high level programming language and looked to
Mike Lehman, developer of Pascall
MT+ and now a consultant to Digital
Research. (Digital Research recently
agreed to acquire Lehman's company, MT Microsystems.) Automation
Engineering became Lehman's first
Pascal compiler customer.
"We found assembly language too
bulky," said Bible. "It also had portability problems. So we lookedat other
high level languages, which weren't
right because there weren't good
compilers for 8080-based machines.
In machine control applications, execution time is critical; you don't have
the luxury of an interpreter.
"In the end, we found Pascal/MT+
to be ideal for our purposes," he
added.

cause they have to be able to handle
lots of data-in some cases, up to 2
Mbytes of video data per minute. But
they also have to be easy for the
operators to use."
In industrial settings, Automation
Engineering systems often are used
by operators unfamiliar with computer technology. "We've built our
machines so that operators deal only
with the simplest keys and switches,"
stressed Bible.
These system requirements of volume, speed and ease of use make
Automation Engineeringsystems very
software dependent, said Bible. "We
have found Pascal/MT+ the best
programming languageto use under

"We have found
Pascal/MT+ the
best programming language to
use under these
conditions," says
Vice President
Robert J. Bible Jr.

I

Combines Pascal/MT+
with SpeedProgramming
Automation Engineering combines

machines need custom software, and
with these program development
tools we can provide it without taking
a lot of development time. Also, the
learning period is much shorter for
new programmers using these tools."
In addition, Pascal/MT+ allows
Automation Engineering programmers to develop software on the
actual system hardware with the
actual target microprocessor in a
CP/M environment.This eliminates the
usual problems with downloading,
in-circuit emulators and cross
assemblers, said Bible.
"Nothing that C know about for fast
and easy program development
compares with Pascal/MT+ arid the
SpeedProgramming development
tools," commented Bible.
Automation Engineering also has
developed run-time subroutines on
its own that integrate with the Pascal1
MT+ software. "Since PascallMT+
provides a linker, we can use our own
assembly language modules and
other pieces of a program, and call
them up when we need them," explained the vice president. "We have,
for example, a 9511 arithmetic chip
routine that we can link. Having all
the arithmetic on a chip is faster, and
we're always after speed."
The company uses Pascal/MT+ to
develop other utilities used during
design, including optical lens layout,
inventory cataloging, screen graphics and others. Automation Engineering also has developed its own libraries,with a searchable math library
consisting of its own matrix operations, the fiwt in a series of libraries it
is marketing to other companies.
"All in all," said Bible, "the Automation Engineering management and
programming staff find PascallMT+
an Heal solution to our needs for the
d a v w m m t d software for fmt, a&
-=--

;(Reorganizationaffects six major areas
In a mow that has far reaching
consequences, beyond the simple
reordering of the boxes on its organizational chart, Digitat Research has
undergone a major restructuring.
The point of the reorganization
moves, according to company management, is more effective customer
service and tighter management of
the company's rapid growth.
John Rowley, Digital Research
chief operating officer, explained the
new structure this way: "We're positioning DRI to be more effective in
supplying the systems software and
support services needed in the high
growth microcomputer market. In the
first half of 1982 we've more than
doubled our staff, bringing on board
much of the management team
needed to remain an industry leader.
The reorganization also signals the
industrythat we're becoming a major
corporation-more professional,
more competitive."

The organizational changes at
Digital Research directly affect six
major areas.
First, two Strategic Business Centers (SBCs) were formed around languages and operating systems. This
structure allows each SBC the ability
to plan and operate more efficiently,
focusing resources on its distinctive
market. Each SBC is responsiblefor
its respective market position and
has its own product development
and marketing resources. Also the
Finance and Administration function
at Digital Research has taken on all
EDP automation responsibilities,while
transferring shipping and receiving
tasks to the new Manufacturinggroup
and order processing to the Operations group.
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S m d , an external Field Operations organization has been formed
to support DRl's domestic OEM and
distribution sales effort. A national
sales and field technical support organization will allow DRI to maintain
its strong growth while enhancing its
customer support capability.
Third, an Operations group has
been established to manage inside
sales and order processing, customer services, marketing communications, technical support services,
documentation, training and legal
services. This will significantly
strengthen DRl's ability to deliver
support to its customers.
Fourth, amanufacturinggroup has
been formed to manage the traditional shipping and receiving, inventory, assembly and diskette production functions, while providing the future capability for producing DRl's
packaged software products. All
Digital Research products will be
supplied by the manufacturing
operation.
"We're becoming more aggressive
in our marketing and sales operations
with focus on producing a high level
of support," said Rowley. 'The Language and Operating System SBCs
will now be able to concentrate their
resources in pursuit of their respective markets more directly. The new
Field Operations capability allows us
to serve our rapidly expanding customer base much better in the area
of sales, education and technical
services."

Is 4th stage in developmbnt
According to Gary Kildall, Digital
Research president, the new moves
are a logical step in the development
of the company. "It's really the fourth
stage in our ongoing evolution. First,

we choseto include the participa!on
of venture capital firms. Second, we
enhanced our language capability
by acquiring Compiler Systems, by
entering into an agreement to acquire
MT Microsystems and by signing an
agreement with Micro Focus to share
the marketing of their languages
product line. Next, we added same
needed management expertise. And
now we're bringing it all together into
a tighter, more formal structure.
We've taken these steps so that we
can continue to grow and respondto
the needs of the industry and of our
customers."

Maysonave heads fkld operations
The establishment of field off ices
is another new direction for Digital
Research. The company will open regional offices throughout the United
States and Europe, headed by
Stephen Maysonave, director of field
operations.
"We're taking this step in order to
respond more quickly to sales opportunities and to make it more convenient for our OEMs and distributors
to obtain educational services and
technical support," Maysonave said.
These offices reflect Digital Research's commitment to customer
support in a dramatic way, and underline our leadership position in the
microcomputer softward industry."
Pal0 Alto is U. S.
sales headquarters

The first field office will be the
company's U. S. sales headquarters,
located in Palo Alto, Calif. It will include a demonstration center and
will provide full sales and support
services. An East Coast office in
Boston will be set up next with four
other U. S. offices to be opened later

named dlmctm of field operations
for Digital Reserrch.
in the year. A European office is
planned that will work closely with
Vector International, with offices in
the United Kingdom, Germany and
France to follow.
Maysonave previously was director
of sales for commercial systems at
Intel Corporation with worldwide responsibility for OEM software sales
as well as the end-user sales organization in Europe. Jim Tillinghast, North
American distribution manager for
Digital Research, will report to Maysonave. Tillinghast was former manager of intercontinentalsales at Intel,
and was Intel's OEM manager for
commercial software products. Two
branch managers abo have been
hired by Digital Research. William
Haufe, previously a branch manager
for Wang Laboratories Inc., will head
the DRI San Francisco area office.
L. Mike Smith, previously West Coast
manager for Racal-Milgo, Inc., will
head the Pacific Northwest operation.@
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by Steve D'Annolfo
It is full speed ahead for the staff of
software trouble-shooters that make
up the Digital Research Technical
Support Department. Months of planning, research, organization and revision have seen a slow but steady
development to full operational
status. Today, Digital Research is
pleased to offer all registered users a
complete software support service
designed to provide technical assistance in the use of all products designed by Digital Research.
Directing the effort is Nancy J.
Lehman. She has assembled an enthusiastic team of experienced technical analysts and has coordinated
the development of an efficient problem solving procedurethat is proving
to be a successful combination.
Support Center services currently
are provided at no cost to the user
except the usual charge for a telephone call or the price of a postage
stamp. To streamline the problem
solving procedure, users should
understand Support Center policies
and follow the prescribed guidelines.
Customers must be registered
The most frequent stumbling block
to obtaining access to support services has been improper customer
reaistration. A standard reaistration
c&d is enclosed in every product
shipment. However, many users do
not complete all entries on the card
so are not registered. (Whenever
possible, DRI returns incomplete
registration cards to users.) Besides
name and address, a user must enter his diskette serial number, product version number and signature.
Refusal of technical support for
unregistered users is a policy that
DRI must enforce strictly. If your registration card has been lost, write to
Dig~talResearch for a replacement.
proMemm-

8

.----

is important step
Stressing a definitive policy for
problem determination is another
tenet of Support Center. In this way,
users can direct various types of inquiries through the proper channel
for resolution. Some inquiries the

I

Technical assistance is given to registered users by Support Center team of (left to right) Steve D'Annolfo, Dan
Erickson, Wayne Johnson, Barbara Turner, Dick m a c e , Bob Prince, Mike Bailey, Curt W k e , Dave Brown II and
Nancy Lehman.
Support Center does not handle.
Specifically, questions about product
pricing, new product specifications
or incomplete shipments should be
directed to Customer Service at
(408) 649-5500.
Analysts will not answer questions
about proprietary information. Questions about non-Digital Research
products also are politely refused as
are inquiries about BlOS or XlOS that
has been configured by an OEM or
an end-user. In addition to these, examp@& &li
inquiries s
i
F
f
O
m
e
m
'"
certain criteria restrictions to determine whether the user should contact
the Support Center by phone or simply write to the department.

designed to handle urgent software
problems. Generally, users whose
problems cause a serious degradation of system performance or a
complete system failure should telephone for support service. This includes defective diskettes or situations where a product does not perform as documented. For example,
call on the telephone if the symptom
of the malfunction is an inability to
read or copy released product mas-'

UrgentproMemshandkdby phone
The Support Center phone line is

Support Center Forum

D

m

the defective diskettes for regeneration or replacement. However, if you
purchased your diskettes from a Digital Research vendor, (i.e., OEM,-ISV
or distributor), notify that vendor
directly. Users with problems that
cause no serious delay in the systems

Answers to the questions most
frequently asked at Support Center

operation should describe them in a
letter addressed to the Support
Center.

Research your
problems thoroughly
Before contacting the Support
Center either by phone or letter, research your problem thoroughly.
Read your manuals and refer to them
by name, page, paragraph and
statement in your description of the
mblem. Dyplicatethe prablem in as
s m a k l = % M ~ m ~
document the test for review by a
technical analyst. Write down any error messages displayed by the program. The more carefully defined
and isolated a problem is, the faster
it can be resolved.
If a software malfunction prevents
you from continuing normal operation
of your system and you must contact
the center by telephone, have your
research informationready. Between
the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 5 p.m.
(Pacific Daylight or Standard time)
you may dial (408) 375-6262 for the
Technical Support Center. The
switchboard operator will ask for your
name, company name, serial number and the product you are inquiring about. After verifying proper registration, the operator will connect
you with a support analyst. Be prepared with specific questions. Time
is expensive, especially on long distance calls. If the analyst cannot resolve your problem immediately, he
will request permission to return your
call collect. Otherwise, response Will
be made by letter.
Keep in mind that many software
problems have documented solutions
in the form of patches and application notes. Therefore, careful and
prompt identificationof your problem
can yield a rapid response.
Support Center inquiries are coming into the center at an average of
300 per week and analysts are keeping pace. As the number of product
users continues to grow, we expect
the number of inquiries to grow proportionately and preparations already
are taking shape to handle a greater
volume.
The Support Center is pleased to
receive your suggestions for support
and product enhancement. Simply
write your suggestion clearly in a letter and address it to the Digital
Research Technical Support Center,
P. 0. Box 579, Pacific Grove,
CA 93950.53

.
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Reformatted

for CP/M 2
is available
Improved documentation for the
industry standard CP/M 2 operating
system will be available July 1 from
Digital Research Inc. The revised
CP/M Operating System@Manual will
combine seven smaller manuals into
one volume and will be easier to reference, according to DRI Technical
Publications Manager Susan Raab.
The manual will include a glossary,
a list of error messages and an index. These additions will make the
documentation easier to use, Raab
explained.
The new edition of the CP/M documentation will present in six chapters
materialformerly published in the following separate manuals: Features
and Facilities, Context Editor User's
Guide, CP/M 2 User's Guide, ASM
User's Guide, DDT User's Guide,
CP/M Interface and CP/M Alteration
Guide.
Inquiries may be directed to Digital Research Customer Service, 160
Central Ave., Pacific Grove, CA
93950.

I

L.2ase of CPii-6, for use
on the
PC is announced

IYI.I

"IBM and CP/M-don't buy one
without the other" is what Wall Street
Journal readers across the country
read in advertisements during April
and May. The ad announced the long
awaited release of CP/M-86 for the
IBM Personal Computer and the support of that operating system by application software companies.
As reported earlier, IBM and Digital Research have signed an agreement enabling IBM to distribute this
specially designed version of the DRI
16-bit operating system. As a result
of this agreement, IBM Personal
Computer users can immediately access a large data base of financial
planning, accounting, word processing and other application software
as well as a variety of languages and
programming tools that are not compatible with other operating systems
running on the IBM PC.
The Wall Street Journal ads were a
cooperative effort of Digital Research
and a group of Independent Software
Vendors (ISVs), demonstrating that
the CP/M community includes soft-

ware vendors as well as hardware
manufacturers. In the ad (see below)
and in the following comments, a
number of application software vendors describe some of the program
available to PC users running the
CP/M-86 operating system.
Chang Labs offers MicroPlan
One of the business tools available
to PC users running the CP/M-86
operating system is MicroPlan from
Chang Laboratories, of Cupertino,
Calif. MicroPlan users can quickly
and easily perform complex financial
modeling, what-if analyses and can
generate full financial reports with this
expandable product.
Chang Laboratoriesdecided to offer MicroPlan for the IBM PC under
CP/M-86 because, according to
President Dash Chang, "We know
Digital Research and its CP/M operating systems very well, and we trust
them. They're a strong factor in the
marketplace. We're also in favor of
maintaining one strong standard in

IBM &CP/M

the industry, and that's the CP/M
family."
Structured Systems likes flexibility
Structured Systems Group, an
Oakland, Calif.-basedsupplier of a
complete line of business application
packages, cites similar reasons for
supporting the CP/M-86 operating
system.
"Digital Research dominates the
market, so using CP/M operat~ng
systems probably increases our potential user base by a factor of ten,"
said Mark Tomko, Structured Systems
Group director of marketing. "It's the
most flexible operating system family, it's consistently upgraded and
Digital Research gives us thorough
support."
Micro Focus will add SLIDESHOW
Micro Focus Inc., of Santa Clara,
Calif., offers IBM PC users business
application development and maintenance tools as well as a mainframelevel COBOL compiler, all based on
the CP/M-86 operating system.
Accordina to Paul O'Gradv, Micro
Focus presGent, The IBM PC'sability to interface with IBM mainframe
computers has added value when
users run Micro Focus mainframecompatible software. The majority of
corporate applications are written in
COBOL.
Micro Focus will soon add SLIDESHOW to its offerings for the PC. This
application development tool for system designers generates and links
graphics screens, text screens,
menus and user prompts to COBOL
programs.
Sdect designs for 1st time user
Select InformationSystems, of
Kentfield, Calif., offers CPlM-86-

aw m-

-Lb'aw&

one without
the other.

munications programs for the IBM
PC. Its application packages are designed espec~allyfor the first time
business user. The company offers
built-in tutorial programs with its software to tesch users how to work with
the CP/M family of operating systems.
Micro Pro offers popular Word Star
One of the best known companies
providing CPIM-86-based application
programs for the IBM PC is MicroPro
International Corporation of San
Rafael, Calif. It offers its Software
System to PC users, an entire line of
business application software which
includes the world's most popular
word processing package, Wordstar.
And there is more.
This sampling of IBM PC application software based on the CP/M-86
operating system covers a small part
of what is now available. More CP/M86-based applications for the PC are
being developed by independent
software vendors (ISVs) who want to
take advantage of the success of the
IBM PC and the marketing benefits of
using standardized systems software
to reach a wider base of users.
Digital Research continues to support large and small lSVs to make
sure users of the IBM PC and other
systems have access to the packages they need for professional, industrial and business applications.@

..

Concurrent
continued from page 1
network compatibility; and multiprogramming compatibility.
The first DRI implementation of
Concurrent CP/M-86 will be on the
IBM Personal Computer with the IBM
Displaywriter to follow.
"We feel that Concurrent CP/M-86
is the perfect hardware-software
match for the 808618088 family,"
summarized Kildall, "just as CP/M
was for the 2-80, 8080 family."@@
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DEC'" VT180 Compatible Products
CBASICmDEC
VT180 2 8

$150

NA

NA

NA

CB-80" DEC
VT180 1 2
PLII-80'" DEC
VT180 1 3

$500

NA

NA

NA

$500

NA

NA

NA

Pascal/MT+'" w~th $500
SpeedProgramm~ng
Package'" DEC
VT180 5 5

NA

NA

.

NA

$30 00

CBASlC Refe~enceManual

$30 00

CB-80 Lanquage
. . Manual

$35 00

F~vemanual set ~ncludesPLII-80
Appl~cat~ons
Language and LINK-80
Operator's Gu~desPLII-80 Command
Summary and MAC'" Language 8
Appllcat~onsGu~de
Two manual set ~ncludesPascal/MT+
Users Gulde and SpeedProgramm~ng
Package User's Gu~de

$35 00

These products are
des~gnedfor a DEC
VT180 m~crocomputer
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Catalogs & Books
~ ~ ~ d c o r n ~ aSoftware
t ~ b l eCatalog lrsts over 100 Independent Software
Vendors (ISVs) who wrlte CP/M compat~blesoftware Your gu~deto
account~ngpackages, word processors, languages. ut~l~t~es
and more
~ ~ ~ ~ l & o f t w D~rectory
are
A llstfng of software vendors that market
.products written ~nCBASlC
OSBORNE CP/M User Gu~deby Hogan
The CP/M Handbook w~thMP/M by Zaks
The CP/M Pr~merby Murtha & Walte
Uslng CP/M by Fernandez & Ashley
Data Structures & PL/I Programm~ngby Augenste~n& Tenanbaum

-

-

-

-

---

---

.

--

-
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$ 500

$ 750
$12 95
$13 95
$1 1 95
S 895

$25.95
*--.*
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-
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-
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Bill To:

Name

Name

Company

Company

Address

Address

City

City

. .

--

-----

-

---=.--.. .

-

-

.

- -

-

.

Zip

Requester's Name
Phone (

)

~xt.
Peyment y.thad:

All ~nternat~onal
orders must pre-pay ~nU S dollars. (Bank transfers may
be made to Bank of Amef~ca.Paafic Grove, Caldornia. Account
#35-08558-00133)

-Mad Sewice (tor (ntwtmtionat orders)
A

i

C.O.D.

It you request Air Fmght, the a@&&hg#ch9rges are due upon 6el1very

Qly.

Product Doswiption (pk.u
speeity slngk or doubk donslty)

Unlt

Mco

Tots1
Mco

-Mastercard
-VKa
Name on Card
Account Number
Expiration Date
Slgnature
Phone Number
Bill my company P.D. Number
"All

Purchase Orders will be billed actual shtp@gcharges.

A u t h o r i d signature
Title
CP/M Compatible Software Catalog

$5 00

Subtotal
caiitornia shipments
add 6% uk.tax.
**Shipping
T0t.io.d..

IBI DIGITAL RESEARCH"
P.O. Box 579
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
400-649-3896
T W X 910 360 5001
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Date
The prices shown are USA domestcc pces. International prices are
10% higher for systems, and 20% higher for documentation.
W l M and CBASlC are ~gisteredtradWWks ol D@d m f f i h
AR p
ate &I@
ua !hear currant varelen

CopyrrgMC 1982 by Otgtlal Research

"This publication includes the many
software products compatible with
CP/M,'' said Gordon Eubnks Jr.,
D@aI F k w m h Laqwqa Division
vice president. ''As 6w:h it is a necessary tool for everyone operthe software market-vendors, dealers and OEMs. Our 1982 catalog is
greatly expanded to includethe many
new programs available and the
companies producing them, has the
new 16-bit products and is indexed
by company, language and application use."
While the first volume of the DRI
catalog contained 100 listings, the
1982 edition includes 350 companies
which produce CP/M compatible
software. Domestic and foreign companies, listed alphabetically by name
and with address, are described in
the first section of the new catalog. In
an entirely new second section,
products are described and listed by
DRI language compatibility: CBASIC,
CBASIC-86 and CB-80; Pascal/MT+
and PLII-80.

Check enclosect

r FreigM (by request)

*MLplm W
q . a J tor Canada and Mexico. $10 for overseas.
If you incI&e payment [check, money order or credit card), we will pay
the UPS chnfgga on continental USA orders.

The catalog is made available to
its customers by DRI as part of the
Independent SoWBre Vm&r program. By listing@@wide hyjglfy of
m@atfble &$war@ produced by in&wendm, tkaW&helps
OEMs, dealers and end-users find
the best business and vertical market
application packages for CP/M=
based systems. The directowa4.m
supports software dev

-

Ship To:

State

,

.

-

More than 350 companies and their
products are described in the 1982
edition of the CP/M Compatible Software Catalog to be published by
Digital Research Inc. this summer. In
addition to the increased number of
entries, the current catalog includes
1Sbit application software, and
products listed by language and
companies listed by application.

Order Form

'lr-

1982 catalog
includes L--1
companies

FM 1 G V 4 2

CP/Mend CBASlCare r e g i ~ e b l r aef~Dig(sl
b Reqgaroh.CPIM-%6vMP/kt
LI. MPIMffi. CPINET. PLII-80 CBASiC-86C3SE-IL CBASK: &m@W. I3-W. WAG AM= 87%o, XLT86. SlO. ZSD. slCS-a6 DESPOOL WscalIMT+. ~ r o g r a ~ Package.
n g
PascallMT*E6. Access Manager. beplay
a d th. Wtsl Resezmh @a are
trademarksof Dqml m l c h
CISCOBOCcs~ef~F8Cw
InEs

The large number of entries has
delayed publication of the catalog,
Eubanks explained. Even after the
deadline for accepting listings was
postponed, requests for inclusion in
the catalog continued to be received.
For that reason a revised edition of
the 1982 catalog is planned for late
in the fourth quarter. Companies that
would like to be included in that edition and the 1983 catalog may request an application form from Nan
Bomberger, CP/M Compatible Software Catalog Coordinator, PO. Box
579, Pacific Grove, CA 93950.
Copies of the catalog will be available from Digital Research, computer retailers, distributors, system
houses and microcomputer manufacturers. Price of the two-color, professionally produced publication is
$10.00. @@

